Abstract: This paper selects the data of the national SME Information Disclosure System, uses the TensorFlow in Python to establish the corresponding learning framework, according to its business scope to carry on the corresponding classification. The Jieba participle in Python is first used to remove extraneous words from the business scope of the enterprise. Secondly, using the simple Bayesian text classification model, using Chi as the basis of feature selection, the multi-dimensional characteristics of each type of business scope are selected and re-weighed. After that, the VSM model is constructed for each business scope, which classifies it according to probability. Then, XG-boost is used to encode all the words one-hot, the tree-based model XG-boost is used to make decisions on the processing capacity of tabular data, and prune categories below the threshold. Then, the convolution neural network is used to encode the vocabulary, the lexical annotation is added to the participle, the Gensim training word vector is used, then the cosine similarity is used to calculate, and the classification results are finally obtained.
Introduction
National Industry Classification standards for the economic development of various industries, enterprise innovation, a variety of legal disputes have an important impact, in China's industry classification standards every 4-5 years will be adjusted, the current rapid development of Internet technology, a variety of new types of small and medium-sized enterprises continue to emerge, thus, It is very meaningful to make a new classification attempt for the SME industry. and the scientific industry Classification of enterprises is the basis for the study of enterprise risk and evaluation of enterprise development trend, but the current widely used industry classification GB content is relatively traditional, can not do an accurate industry division of new Industries, while the industry lacks an effective and accurate industry classification method, Therefore, it is of practical significance and theoretical significance to carry out the research on the industry classification model of small and medium-sized enterprises based on open data.
Basic setting
 It is assumed that the collection of data through network statistics has a certain representation  The structure of the factors in the text does not change in a short period of time  Assuming that the relevant data does not change dramatically for extreme reasons  Assuming that the relevant resources and structures are at a reasonable average level 
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Handle data
First of all. We preprocessed the data obtained using Python to eliminate unrelated characters. After elimination, we can make the data more suitable and efficient for the model. We can be found that the segmentation word has a better effect and retains the feature information to the greatest extent.
Simple Bayesian text Classification model
By using the simple Bayesian text classification model, we use Chi as the basis of feature selection to select multi-dimensional features and go heavy for each type of business scope. In this way, we can get about 1000 dimensions of the characteristics. With the characteristic, it is to construct the VSM model for each business scope, that is, to calculate the weight of each feature by using the TFIDF method to get the eigenvectors that represent the text, and the final classification results can be obtained by classifying it according to the probability [8] . Here are the feature words we've chosen. We use Bayesian probabilities for classification, the results are as follows, only the first 20 sets of results are taken here: 1 2 3 12 2 2 2 7 6 12 1 1 12 9 6 12 12 5 1 7 We can find through the analysis that in addition to the serial number 4 of the enterprise classification may have problems, other enterprise classification is more scientific, its accuracy in the sample reached 95%.In addition, the distribution below the 2 categories is more dense, thus indicating that the number of information technology enterprises is extremely large, with the first category accounting for 27.15%.
XGBoost text classification model
We used the Xgboost model to experiment with it to prove our effect. Given a series of classifiers, randomly remove the training set that obeys the random vector y,x distribution. Define the marginal function as:
The marginal function depicts the extent to which the votes of X under the correct classification y exceed the maximum average number of votes in other classifications. When the number of trees is large, it follows the law of large numbers, so the structure of the tree is: as the number of classification trees increases, it converges almost everywhere to
Theta is a random variable corresponding to a single tree decision tree, and H (x,θ) is based on the output of X and Theta. In experiments on xgboost, the bagging method and stochastic feature selection are applied in parallel. The bag method of each new training set is obtained in the original training concentration through a random double sampling called step by step method. We use the following methods for data reading and operation.As a result, the following results are obtained. The classification of categories 5th and 6th is wrong, so its correct rate is 90%, which also confirms the correctness of the Bayesian method we have chosen from the opposite side.
Convolution neural Network text classification model
The typical structure of convolution neural network is to enter the original data directly into the input layer (UC1), the size of the original information determines the size of the input vector, the neurons extract its local characteristics. The feature mapping structure adopts the sigmoid function which affects the kernel of function as the activation function of convolution network, which makes the feature mapping have displacement invariance. As a result, the output of each unit of the middle layer is:
And the output of each unit of the output layer is： 
Under the above conditions, the training process of the network is as follows: 1) Select the training group. 300 samples were randomly selected as training groups from the set.
2) Place the weights vij,wjk and threshold φj,θk into small random values close to 0, and initialize the precision control parameter epsilon and the learning rate alpha.
3) Take an input mode X and add it to the network, and given its target output vector d. 4) Calculate a middle-layer output vector h, and then use the formula (2.10) to calculate the actual output vector y of the network. 5) Compare the element yk in the output vector with the element DK in the target vector to calculate the m output error item [13] Similarly, we used Gensim to get the word vector: Through the analysis, we can find that the 2nd group and the 3rd group error, so its accuracy in the sample reached 90%, but also confirmed the scientific nature of the above method.
Analysis
Different machine learning models are suitable for different types of tasks, and deep neural networks can capture high-dimensional data such as images, voice and text well by modeling space-time positions. The tree-based model, on the other hand, handles tabular data [15] and has features that are not available in deep neural networks. Both types of models are important and are widely used in data science competitions and industry. We can use these models for more precise text classification. In some data processing, we have dealt with it as necessary to remove less trusted data points, which may have some impact. The rated index may have some impact on the outcome with some extreme special factors.
